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ACADEMIC POLICY COMMITTEE (APC) 
Minutes of Meeting 

Date: Friday, March 4, 2011 
Time: 1:00pm - 2:27pm 
 
Committee Members: Mr. Ahmed Abou Gharam, Dr. Majid Ahmadi, Ms. Joan Dalton, Dr. Lorna deWitt, Dr. 
Victoria Paraschak, Ms. Kim Orr, Dr. Cyril Rodrigues, Dr. Bruce Tucker (Acting chair), Mr. Stephen Willetts, Prof. 
Larry Wilson, Dr. Alan Wright. 
 
Absent: Dr. Amy Fitzgerald (regrets), Dr. Diane Kao (regrets), Mr. Anthony Meloche (regrets), Dr. Jagdish 
Pathak (regrets),Dr. Katherine Quinsey (regrets), Ms. Ayesha Raza (regrets), Dr. Kara Smith (regrets). 
 
In Attendance: Ms. Karen Benzinger, Ms. Charlene Yates, Ms. Renée Wintermute and Ms. Alison Zilli 
(University Secretariat).  
 
 
Formal Business 
 
1 Approval of Agenda   
 MOTION: That the agenda be approved. 

Wilson/Paraschak 
CARRIED 

 
2 Approval of Minutes  
 A minor editorial correction was made. 
 

MOTION: That the minutes of the meeting of February 2, 2011 be approved. 
Paraschak/deWitt 

CARRIED 
 

3 Business arising from the minutes 
 Nothing to report.  
 
4 Outstanding business 

Nothing to report.  
 
Items for Approval 
 
5 Reports/New Business 

5.1 Letters of Permission 
 (See document APC110304-5.1 for more details.) 
 

It was NOTED that:  
 This wording clarifies that a course taken on a Letter of Permission (LoPs) can count for any one of 

the course requirements and program regulations, including those that allow a course to count 
towards a certificate, a minor and a degree program. 

 In response to a question raised as to how many courses taken on LoPs can be counted towards a 
program, it was noted that this is restricted by UWindsor’s residency requirements and varies 
depending on whether the student is completing a minor, certificate, general program or honours 
program.   

 In response to a question raised, it was noted that approval is based on the applicant's overall 
academic record and the appropriateness of the course to the applicant's program.  

 The approval of letters of permission rest with the AAUs or Deans’ offices. 
 The policy on ‘Letters of Permission’ applies to undergraduate programs.  

 
MOTION: That the revisions to the Policy on Letters of Permission be approved.  

Abou Gharam/Majid 
CARRIED 

APC110304M 
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5.2 Co-operative Education Annual Report 
 (See document APC110304-5.2 for more details.) 
 

It was NOTED that:  
 Ms. Karen Benzinger, Director of the Centre for Career Education was welcomed to the Academic 

Policy Committee. 
 The Centre for Career Education guides students through the career development process by 

assisting students in the process of securing job placements.  
 Co-op placements provide valuable opportunities for students to develop a variety of skills that are 

useful in furthering their career goals and enhancing employment opportunities.  However, in order to 
secure a co-op placement in a competitive environment, students must be willing to invest a great 
deal of time and effort into writing custom résumés and cover letters for job postings. 

 Some  highlights  over the past year include: 1) the ongoing development and improvement of 
‘MyCareer’, which is an online resource tool that allows students to review and apply online for 
positions and allows employers to post and review student applications;  2) the development of new 
job strategy with the Employer Relations Team; 3) the development of new processes to help support 
work permits for students working in Germany; 4) implementation and continued support of the Master 
of Science in Computer Science and the “pilot” Master of Engineering co-op program.  

 A new introductory session for students beginning co-operative education has been launched to 
further provide students with information about co-op in order to address some common questions 
posed by students. This informal “pizza and pop” session has been helpful in addressing questions 
such as “What is co-op?” and “What are my responsibilities as a co-op student”, etc. 

 A few of the challenges from 2010 included: 1) junior students having difficulties securing co-op 
placements in the summertime due to lack of skills or experience to offer employers; 2) staffing 
disruptions (the office has not been working with a full staff compliment since 2002); and, 3) securing 
engineering placements for international students as there are insufficient resources to sustain them. 

 Co-op programs in Earth Science, Environmental Biology, and Operational Research are in the 
process of being phased out. Although this is unfortunate, sustaining co-op options in small programs 
where there has been limited student interest is very costly.  

 It was expressed that co-op placements are important to international students as it helps to support 
them financially while they are pursuing their studies in Canada. It was also expressed that the co-op 
office is being overextended and because of this co-op should be more integrated into the educational 
system rather than run through an administrative unit as it is a value-added to a degree program. In 
response it was noted that once a program is approved and the co-op component is implemented 
than co-op fees can sustain it, but the broader issue is that seed monies are needed to start the 
program and adequate opportunities are needed for program expansion.  

 In response to a question raised about the University investing resources, it was noted that co-op is 
an ancillary service and therefore is self-supportive.  

 Additional challenges this past year have included employers not being satisfied with student work 
(i.e., underperformance) and, several instances of theft in the workplace. Both issues are extremely 
problematic as in the first case, students are not meeting the desired needs of employers and in the 
second instance, theft in the workplace shows disregard for the employer and can lead to negative 
relations between the university and prospective employers.  These issues were dealt with internally 
with the academic Faculties involved and in accordance with Senate Bylaw 31.  

 In response to a question raised regarding the issue that the there was a higher proportion of male to 
female students in the majority of co-op programs, it was noted that this is likely a reflection of the 
gender distribution in certain programs. In Kinesiology the gender distribution is fairly even.  

  In response to a question raised, it was noted that police clearances and tuberculosis shots are not 
needed for students going on co-op placements, unless specifically requested by employers, but this 
information has never been conveyed to the office.  

 In response to a question raised about whether entrepreneurship is supported at Windsor, it was 
noted that this option has not yet been explored. It was expressed that that at the University of 
Waterloo students should have the option of starting their own business which is done as a co-op 
term credit.  

 Overall, co-op enrolment held steady after five consecutive years of decline with students engaging in 
a total of 475 work terms in 2010.  

 This is the first year that the Centre for Career Education has a salary savings, with a slight carry 
forward “surplus”. However, this is only due the fact that the office is not fully staffed due to maternity 
and other leaves.     

 The document was received for information. 
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5.3 Leddy Library Annual Report 
 (See document APC110304-5.3 for more details.) 

 
It was NOTED that:  
 Leddy Library has successfully implemented Conifer, a new open-source integrated library system 

which has provided greater flexibility than the previous system while continuing partnerships with 
University’s consortia groups. 

 Leddy Library continues to increase its acquisitions in a digital format which are growing at a rapid 
rate as technology allows for a shift to more electronic content.  

 Students are able to deposit digital copies of their complete thesis directly into the WinSpace digital 
repository and share their research with a wider community of scholars, which has been well-received 
by students.  

 The Library continues to develop its Southwestern Ontario Digital Achieves by scanning hundreds of 
visual items, including local photographs, postcards and engravings which provide users with 
interesting and unique local resources.  

 The landscape around copyright and its application to universities is currently at the forefront for 
Windsor. In March 2010 Canadian Reprographic Collective Agency, Access Copyright, filed an 
application with the Copyright Board of Canada asking that a $45 tariff be introduced to replace what 
had previously been negotiated between the agency and Canadian universities to cover photocopying 
of copyrighted materials on campuses. This fee is significantly higher than the previous fee. The 
Leddy Library is working in consultation with Richard Taylor and other affected parties to determine 
how this will impact instructors, researchers, students, etc. and how to challenge the application. 

 Librarian members continue to work on developing their personal and collaborative profile as 
faculty/scholars through research and publications.   

 In response to a question raised regarding patrons bringing food inside the Leddy Library, it was 
noted that there is a coffee pub located just inside the main doors of the Leddy Library which provides 
an area for people to have food and beverages, but it has been challenging to enforce the policy 
which does not permit the consumption of food beyond this designated area.  The maintenance staff 
have increased garbage pick-up during higher traffic times, but it is difficult as they have to spend 
many hours picking up physical garbage that patrons are not throwing away of their own initiative. 
Maintenance staff should be able to spend more time cleaning rather than clearing garbage that has 
not been properly disposed (i.e., empty bottles, package wrappers, etc). It was expressed that patrons 
need to take personal responsibility for their actions with respect to the policy on food and beverages 
inside the library.  

 In response to a concern raised regarding the issue that often students at the undergraduate level 
have difficulties finding journal articles online as the Leddy Library home page is “complicated” for 
students to decipher, it was noted that this concern will be brought back to Leddy Library with a view 
to making the home page more ‘user-friendly’ for students.   

 The document was received for information. 
 
5.4 Centre for Teaching and Learning Annual Report 

(See document APC110304-5.4 for more details.) 
 
It was NOTED that:  
 The Centre for Teaching and Learning (CTL) provides instructional and professional development 

training through a series of publications, workshops, faculty orientations, and support for classroom 
instruction.  

 The annual report provides an overview of the activities and achievements of the CTL between July 1, 
2009 and June 30, 2010.  

 The Centre for Teaching and Learning (renamed in 2007) was previously called the Centre for 
Flexible Learning. This name change reflects the changes in the University commitment to teaching 
and learning and the management and mandate of the Centre.  

 The CTL has a multifaceted approach to enriching the student experience. Staff work in partnership 
with individuals, groups, departments, administrators, and faculties to establish instructional 
conditions that inspire student engagement, foster student success, and contribute to the 
development of vibrant and enriching programs of study. 

 The CTL is a meeting ground for people from all disciplines, departments, approaches, and career 
stages who share a passion for teaching and learning. 

 Key objectives for the time period of 2006-2011 include: the continuous growth of a learning-centred 
culture at the University of Windsor; building capacity and fostering leadership for scholarly pedagogy 
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at the University of Windsor; and, responsive support for and innovation in e-learning and learning 
technologies. 

 The CTL’s University Teaching Certificate is the only internationally recognized graduate teaching 
certificate program in North America. The UTC program offers systematic professional and academic 
development to faculty and graduate students. 

 Last year, CTL upgraded 20 classrooms. To date, 64 of the 66 general purpose classrooms support 
multimedia use. Therefore, portable audio-visual equipment orders were reduced by 43% in 2009-10, 
compared to the previous year. 

 The CTL hosted 93 teaching and learning workshops with a total of 753 participants. Of these 93 
workshops, 43 were related to pedagogy and 50 were CLEW training workshops.  

 The CTL has established faculty-specific GATAcademies so that teaching assistants participate in a 
professional development event. 

 The Collaborative Learning Environment Windsor (CLEW) continues to be promoted as an effective 
pedagogical tool for instructors. The CTL supports the adoption of these course and project sites 
which are being used by a large population. (i.e., 1100 instructors, most students, and 94 different 
project groups.) 

 The CTL has established career development opportunities for early career faculty, and faculty new to 
the University. It was noted that more than 80% of faculty hired in the last year participated in CTL 
events. 

 The CTL provides a wide variety of multi-media services including video, audio, and photographic 
production services. 

 The CTL continues to host an annual Celebration of Teaching Excellence which honors educators 
who have received awards internally, provincially or nationally.  

 This year, the CTL is hosting the Windsor and Oakland Teaching and Learning Conference which is a 
cross-border collaboration that alternates between the two campuses annually. Last year there were 
167 participants from 10 universities and colleges across North America who attended the 
conference. This year the conference will take place on May 19-20, 2011. So far, there are 20 
speaker spots and already 70 submissions. 

 The CTL is involved in coordinating and developing submissions to external teaching award 
competitions including six provincial nominations, one national nomination, and one international 
submission. 

 Awards that were given to University faculty included the OCUFA Teaching Award which was given to 
Dr. Donald Leslie in the School of Social Work, and, Dr. Bob Boucher received the  North American 
Society for Sport Management’s Distinguished Sport Management Educator Award 

 The Visiting Fellows program has been very successful and well received by the campus community 
and internationally. This year, the CTL hosted Fellows from New Zealand, Australia, South Africa, and 
the United Kingdom. 

 In response to a question raised as to whether consideration has been given to having mandatory 
teaching workshops for new faculty hires, it was noted that this issue is controversial and not fully 
embraced within the North American context. However, in the UK, many universities have a mandated 
series of courses that professors are required to complete.  

 In response to a question raised as to whether instructors should be mandated to learn CLEW, it was 
noted that information sessions and tutorials are made available for instructors who are interested. 
However, instructors are not required to use CLEW in their courses.  

 In response to a question raised about the GA/TAcademy, it was noted that these sessions are 
Faculty- specific and that the next sessions to be developed include the Faculty of Engineering. 

 Gratitude was extended from a faculty member regarding the expertise that is being provided by 
members of the CTL team to the academic community in preparation of their CVs. It was noted that 
professors are sometimes reluctant to work with others to prepare their professional CVs but when 
they see the finished product they are extremely excited and appreciative of the help.  

 The document was received for information. 
 

Additional Business 
6 Question period/Other Business 

Nothing to report. 
 
7 Adjournment 
 

MOTION: That the meeting be adjourned. 
Ahmadi/Abou Gharam 

CARRIED 


